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Emperor's new clothes and 

sacred cows 

We need to do things differently



Topics

An inconvenient truth

Something is rotten in the state of Denmark

Show me the money

Give the business what it needs

From cave painter to strategic planner

Cast out the beam in thine own eye

A call to arms



Background

Art, Architecture, IT, Business

Architecture & strategy

15+ years focusing on 

10+ years doing it the wrong way and making 

mistakes

many sectors and geographies



On truth – two views

“Truth can never be told so as 

to be understood, and not 

believed” [William Blake 1793]

“New scientific truth does not 

triumph by convincing its 

opponents and making them 

see the light, but rather 

because its opponents 

eventually die, and a new 

generation grows up that is 

familiar with it” [Max Planck c1940] 



Let‟s face facts, what do people 

think of EA
An inconvenient truth

Let‟s face facts, about what most people 

think of EA

the people

the activity

the results



Most EA initiatives fail. What is 

being done doesn't work. Why?
People

technologists vs business strategists

designers vs collaborators and planners

carpenters and brick layers vs architects

Processes
iterative and cyclic vs continuous and incremental

individual or small team vs enterprise or 
community

Technology
documents vs modelling vs semantically precise 
knowledge repository

Something is rotten in the state of

Denmark(Hamlet Act 1, scene 4)



ROI for strategy & architecture is intrinsically 
difficult

Counterfactual reasoning

Burying the dead and denying things could be done 
better

Knowledge is power (especially in bureaucracies) 

How we make it harder
Don‟t focus on outcomes

Expect altruism – from vendors, consultants etc.

Get distracted – by new styles and gadgets – OO, 
TQM, BPM, SOA, MDA, etc.

Search for silver bullets – and avoid the hard yards

Show me the money



Summary

"A striking proportion of project difficulties stem from people in both 
customer and supplier organisations failing to implement known best 
practice. This can be ascribed to the general absence of collective 
professionalism in the IT industry, as well as inadequacies in the 
education and training of customer and supplier staff at all levels. 

Moreover, there is a broad reluctance to accept that complex IT 
projects have many similarities with major engineering projects and 
would benefit from greater application of well established 
engineering and project management procedures….

Whilst the most pressing problems relate to the people and 
processes involved in complex IT projects, further developments in 
methods and tools to support the design and delivery of such 
projects could also help to raise success rates. In particular, basic 
research into complexity is required to facilitate more effective 
management of the increasingly complex IT projects being 
undertaken..”

British Computer Society (2004)

“an unweeded garden…things rank 

and gross in nature" (Hamlet Act 1, scene 2)



“How to loose friends and alienate 

people”

Emperor's new clothes and sacred 

cows 
EA frameworks – over sold, under delivered

Taxonomies – useful but not cannonical

Methods – development oriented not enterprise oriented

Excessive abstraction and method tomes
Dawkins‟s Law of the Conservation of Difficulty states that  
obscurantism in a subject expands to fill the vacuum of its intrinsic 
simplicity. Theoretical physics is a genuinely difficult subject. 
Envious disciplines, conceal their lack of content behind billowing 
clouds of deliberate obscurity

Reference models – useful constructs, but the least useful is 
always the 1st adopted i.e. the TRM

Much focus on notation – insufficient focus on core business 
semantics

“To-be” a misused concept

High priests of EA – restating myths, and never 
accepting they were wrong



EA is not SW development (nor 

infrastructure design)
“I asserted - and I repeat - that a man has no reason 

to be ashamed of having an ape for his grandfather. If 

there were an ancestor whom I should feel shame in 

recalling it would be a man - a man of restless and 

versatile intellect - who not content with an equivocal 

success in his own sphere of activity, plunges into 

scientific questions with which he has no real 

acquaintance, only to obscure them by an aimless 

rhetoric, and distract the attention of the hearers from 

the real point at issue by eloquent digressions and 

skilled appeals to religious prejudice”

“I asserted - and I repeat - that a man has no reason 

to be ashamed of having architecture as a 

background. If there were a background I should feel 

shame in recalling it would be that of a developer - a 

man of restless and versatile intellect - who not 

content with an equivocal success in his own sphere 

of activity, plunges into architectural questions with 

which he has no real acquaintance, only to obscure 

them by an aimless rhetoric, and distract the attention 

of the hearers from the real point at issue by eloquent 

digressions and skilled appeals to technical prejudice”

T H Huxley (1908)



What the business needs

Business results
outcomes/performance linked to inputs/resources

Reduce costs, complexity, time to change
reduced duplication (work, systems, people etc.)

automate or externalise

modularize and integrate 

focus (outsource, buy as service) 

Make enterprises safe and more predictable
Demonstrate compliance

Improve estimation

Secure the IP of the business 



Goals: contain costs and risks, be timely, adaptable, customizable

Challenges
Failing methods: “Today, the most  common model … is based on an 
approach that we call  „heroic‟ ”

Complexity: new technologies; legacies; many applications/services; 
unique customization; complex business relationships

Change: high rate of business and technological change. 

Some suggestions
Contextual maps for cataloguing assets and knowledge

Clear methods for making decisions

Patterns, business reference models, default infrastructural templates 
or frameworks

Focusing on component topologies and interactions and the 
management of: security, systems, performance

Summary

IBM Systems Journal (1999)

What systems people knew the 

business needed
The elephant in the room



A mature discipline
Enterprise solutions i.e. not:

Abstract methodology (Cf. Accounting, Student management etc.)

A job (“I will be your CRMist, he will be your ERPist”)

Industry reference models and shared patterns 
Instantiatable, evolving, sharable, open

Not mystical or arcane or just for technologists (reuse lies at higher 
levels)

PRM, DRM, SRM, etc (FEAF)

Integrated as part of an ecosystem
Working with other disciplines e.g. boundaries (roles and 
responsibilities)

Overcoming silos (teams, roles and methods) e.g. how does EA 
support: vision development; requirements capture;  solutions design; 
BCP; portfolio or asset management (services, applications); meta data 
management etc 

Is it clear that EA is; and what it is NOT e.g. solutions design; SW 
design; BPM etc. or are the boundaries overly blurred to suit the 
practioners and vendors.



From cave painting to strategic 

planning
The impact of new paradigms

No change in the 

inherent problem but 

urbanisation of IT and 

the complexity and 

diversity of the 

community and 

domain demands new 

solutions:

as cave painter lead 

to building, lead to 

architect, lead to town 

planner 

Inflexion points always 
arising

from confluence of factors e.g. 
SOA, cloud, SaaS, mobile, 
location and presence 
awareness

Constants
Increasing rate of change

Increasing complexity 

Increasingly a technologist

Increasingly judged their systems

Dealing with opposing constraints 
and partial information



Meaning what you say

Value to stakeholders – assumes knowledge 
Who are they?

What value have they defined as important?

Can they access and update their data, and answer 
their questions?

Actions – are based on decision
What decisions do you support?

Decisions are based on knowledge
what data do you need, what reports relate to what 
questions, who owns the data and who maintains it

Effective – Metcalf‟s law

Consumable – consumer oriented (not expert 
oriented), accessible, dynamic



Inflexion points and paradigms

Technologies enable new methods

Confluence of capabilities

OO knowledge repositories

BI datamarts, reporting engines

Dynamic visualisations, flash

User based portal configuration

ETL loaders and connectors

Modellers



Communicating what is known



Cast out the beam in thine own eye

“First cast out the beam out of thine own 

eye; and then shalt thou see clearly to cast 

out the mote out of thy brother's eye” [Mathew 7:5]

Work out the requirements and then 

design and implement a solution

People

Processes

Technology 



A call to arms
Hegel – “what experience 
and history teach is this -
that [we] have never learned 
anything from history, or 
acted upon any lessons 
they might have drawn from 
it”

If we keep doing what we 
have done, we will keep 
getting what we have got



What to do about it, what we need 

to succeedA call to arms

Management & measurement

visible, quantified, assessed, reported

Knowledge management

collaborate, inclusive, clear and precise

Actions, decisions analysis

data (use vs capture vs owner)

facts and figures (semantic precision)

Roles and processes

definitions, boundaries, interfaces



Summary
“If I had 8 hours to chop down a tree, I'd 
spend six sharpening my axe” [A Lincoln]

The EA problem is quite simply 
addressable if it treated like any other 
problem

We need to stop pretending it is about 
some new paradigms (Cloud, Social 
networking) or is intrinsically difficult – and 
just get on put solutions in place
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